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Read the Bible with the Church
Confused as to how to read the Bible? Don’t know which
reading plan to use? Then follow the Catholic Church’s
reading plans as found in Sunday and Weekday Masses
and in the daily Office of Readings (1- and 2-year cycles).
All these readings can be found in helpful directories at
the back of the CTS New Catholic Bible.

Understand the Bible with the Church
Find the exact texts read in the Mass (Jerusalem and Grail
translations), and read them in context. Be enlightened by
the notes which home in on the heart of the passage.
Widen your familiarity with the Bible by following up the
most important related texts using the marginal
references. Get to know the place of the Bible in Catholic
life with our handy summary of the main Church
document on the subject: Dei Verbum (Vatican II).
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Dom Henry Wansbrough OSB.

Pray the Bible with the Church
Want some scriptural direction for your prayer life? The New Catholic
Bible has full listings of which psalms the Church prays for morning,
midday and evening prayer. Get to know the Catholic tradition of
meditative reading of the Bible with our helpful guide to Lectio
Divina. Also, the New Catholic Bible offers a full reference table of
the most relevant passages for use with the Mysteries of the Rosary
and for Eucharistic Adoration.

Live the Bible with the Church
Looking for readings for a wedding,
baptism or a funeral? Look no
further than our directories of
readings for the Sacraments. Want
to know when a scripture passage
is read at Mass? New directories
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place in the liturgy.
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Summary of Key Features
Notes and introductions by Dom Henry Wansbrough OSB,
eminent biblical scholar and member of the Pontifical
Biblical Commission
Liturgical introductions by Dom James Leachman OSB of
the Pontifical Institute of Liturgy

A Note on Translations
• 1965 translation of the
Jerusalem Bible (used in the
readings at Mass)
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• Grail translation of the Psalms (used
for the responsorial psalm in the Mass and also in the
breviary or ‘Divine Office’).
1

• The first Catholic Bible that brings together the exact
English texts as read in the Mass
• Reference tables for Scripture readings of the Church’s year
- Mass readings for both Sundays and Weekdays
- Liturgy of the Hours (‘Breviary’ or ‘Divine Office’):
full listing of the Psalms and Canticles of the 4-week cycle
• Index showing where passages from the Bible are read
during the liturgical year
• Explanation of the Cycles of Readings and Liturgy of the Hours
• Full Directory of Office of Readings for 1- and 2-year cycles
• Explanation of the centrality of Scripture in the life of the
Church, summarising Dei Verbum
• Two introductions to each book of the Bible:
- Historical context and authorship
- Use of the book in the Catholic liturgy and the
Church’s year
• new footnotes using the most up-to-date scholarship;
marginal references; Imprimatur, to guarantee the notes are
in conformity with Catholic teaching
• Timeline of the main events in Biblical history
• 4 Bible Maps, including New and Old Testament Palestine,
and the Journeys of St Paul, plus index of main places
mentioned
• Index of Biblical themes with Glossary

• God’s name (‘Yahweh’ in the original Jerusalem
Translation) is replaced throughout by ‘the LORD’
just as it is in the readings for Mass and in
accordance with recent instructions from
the Pontifical Biblical Commission.
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